SCALGO live as a dialogue tool

Understand and help
during flash floods
What do you do when the hydraulic models look fine, despite citizen
complaining about water on the terrain. The analysis in SCALGO live enabled
the Danish water utility, Aarhus Vand, to quickly investigate experienced
flooding and thereby remedy the problem. This heightens the service level of
the water utility without spending extra resources.
Aarhus Vand inspects their separate sewage
system every 10th year in terms of renovation
and maintenance. This is done by viewing
hydraulic model and surveys given to citizens.

The model showed one thing,
but the surveys said another
In Solbjerg, Aarhus, the hydraulic model was
satisfying, but the surveys showed that citizens
experienced water gathering on the terrain. This
puzzled Aarhus Vand. Therefore they chose
to analyze the entire area in SCALGO Live, so
they could investigate the waterways and the
watersheds to understand the cause of the
reported problems.

A simple analysis gave great results
The analysis in SCALGO Live matched the
citizen’s experiences, and it showed that some
of the areas were particularly susceptible to
flooding. With SCALGO Live, Aarhus Vand was
able to find the cause of the problems and
uncover how to solve them.

Better citizen dialogue and higher
service level
Aarhus Vand regards SCALGO Live as a valuable
tool when investigating the citizens’ inquires and

assessing whether the each flooding problem
is a local problem on each property or whether
the water origins from sealed areas. Then,
Aarhus Vand can determine whether they can
take responsibility and be part of solving the
problems.

SCALGO Live
helped with
–– Comparing the experienced 		
incidents and the risk maps
–– Investigating possible solutions

”With SCALGO Live, you can
quickly investigate whether the
citizen’s experience is caused by
local problems and where the
water comes from - together with
the most important part; how we
are able to handle it”
Yansi Mary Jesuloganathan,
Aarhus Vand
Through the analyses in SCALGO Live, the
utility was able to aid five houses by lifting the
terrain and thereby, avoiding a great amount of
water from running across the properties. In this
way, SCALGO Live made it possible for Aarhus
Vand to deliver an extra service to the citizens
without using a large amount of resources all of which contributes to the increase of the
utility’s service level.
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Relating the experienced flooding
to the Flash Flood Map

The digitized map of the citizens’ experienced
floods was added to SCALGO Live, so that the
experienced flooding could be compared with the
expected flooding based on typography. The Flash
Flood map ran with a scenario of a low repetitive
period, equivalent to the citizens’ experience and
was set to 10 cm of rain, corresponding with the
service level in the climate adaptation plan in
Aarhus Municipality. The experienced flooding
(black dots) and the areas with flood risk displayed
in SCALGO Live (blue areas) proved similar.

What causes the flooding?

In order to view every single problem area, Aarhus
Vand used the watershed tool to see the entire
watershed of every single flood. Thereby, they were
able to quickly assess whether the experienced
flooding problems was cause by local problems
on their own property or whether the water came
from other sealed areas.

Minimizing the flood risk

The flow accumulation tool in SCALGO Live, which
shows flow paths in full detail and the main flow
paths, enabled Aarhus Vand to get an overview
of the typographical flow path. Combined with
the knowledge of the drainage system structure,
the tool provided a good overview of where the
water could be optimally directed to minimize
flooding. Often, very small measures like elevating
a driveway or establishing a small water ditch are
sufficient in terms of directing the water outside
the susceptible area. With a scenario analysis,
the planned measurements could be tested. In
Solbjerg, the analyses lead to terrain alterations that
aided five flood susceptible areas.
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